
KARTELL CONSOLIDATES ITS 
PRESENCE IN CHINA WITH THE 

OPENING OF A NEW STORE INSIDE 
THE PRESTIGIOUS SHOPPING MALL, 

THE PENINSULA IN BEIJING

Black and white, a timeless pair, an indissoluble contrast, simple, versatile and elegant in all settings. The 
Kartell store, in collaboration with Domus Tiandi, opens with a layout in these tones inside The Peninsula 
Arcade in Beijing, the luxury shopping space par excellence surrounded by the seductive mélange of 
tradition and fashion of Wangfujing Street, one of the Chinese capital’s most famous avenues.

The space in front of the shop has been set up as a temporary art gallery, dominated by shades of black and 
white, as an ideal extension of the store concept, with the aim of offering a completely immersive experience 
in Kartell’s world and lifestyle. Artistic images taken from the kARTell publishing project provide a backdrop 
for the brand’s most recognisable objects, displayed on special podiums. This is a way of conveying to 
the visitor the appreciation of the creative work behind each product, in which design becomes a form of 
artistic expression.

The Modular furniture, the La Marie, Louis Ghost and Maui chairs, the Mobil chest of drawers, the Attila 
gnome are brought together in white, black and transparent versions in a space where the geometries of 
the stripes accommodate a selection of products mixing new proposals with the great classics such as 
the collection of upholstered furniture designed by Patricia Urquiola, Lunam, which evokes the dreamy 
atmospheres of a lunar landscape. The lights of the Kabuki and Geen-a lamps meanwhile enhance the lines 
of the Cara armchairs and the Earl of Wood desk made of wood.

The Kartell space represents the symbol of the entire collection, showing the concept of the products and 
their infinite variations to offer a unique shopping experience. The space is divided into different settings 
that represent different furnishing solutions, displaying the rich catalogue of Kartell’s proposals that includes 
continuous research into technology and materials, giving each product a unique added value.

With the opening of the flagship store inside the Peninsula Mall, Kartell consolidates its retail and distribution 
expansion strategy in China, confirming the considerable interest in this market which is characterised by a 
consumer increasingly attracted by ever more contemporary and innovative design ideas.
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